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Abstract - COGEDIFis sn interactiveutilitywhichwasdevelopedto automatethepreparationoftwoand threedi-
mensionalgeometricalinputsfortheORNL.TORTandDORTdiscreteordinatesprogramsfromcomplexthreedi-
mensionalmodelsde.scribedusingtheMORSEcombinatorialgeometryinputdescription.Theprogramcreateseither
continuousordisjointmeshinputbasedupontheintersectionsofuserdefinedmeshingplanesandtheMORSEbody
definitions."Feecompositionoverlayofthecombinatorialgeomet:yis usedto c_eatethecompositionmappingof the
discretizedgeometrybaseduponthecompositionfoundatthecentroidof eachof themeshcells.Thisprogramsim-
plifiestheprocessof usingdiscreteorthogonalmeshcellstorepresentnon-orthogonalgeometriesinlalgemodels

, whichrequiremeshsizesof theorderof a millionceilsormore.Theprogramwasspecificallywrittentotakeadvan-
tageof thenewTORTdisjointmeshoptionwhichwasdevelopedat ORNL

Introduction it possible to contemplate the calculation of

The effort associated with the creation of dis- transport solutions in complex geometries
where the mesh size can easily be expected to

cretized geometries for two-dimensional dis- be the order of millions of mesh cells. In these
crete ordinates calculations has been

problems, one of the major obstacles is the cre-
significantly reduced in the past decade. The ation of a discretized mesh geometry and com-
explosion of interactive computer graphics position overlay on a three dimensional
hardware and software has provided platforms orthogonal grid.
and utilities where complicated DORT models
can be created with relative ease. The once In many instances, the shield designer is faced

complicated task of meshing a problem and with the need to model quadratic and non-or-
creating a composition overlay has been re- thogonal planar surfaces for deterministic
duced to brief interactive sessions where fine transport calculations which require that each

mesh is created and painted with a few key mesh cell be defined as orthogonal Cartesian
strokes and mouse clicks, or cylindrical cells. In these cases, the non-or-

thogonal shapes can only be represented as
These utilities have given the user the freedom discretized (or stepped) models which approxi-to run bigger and more accurate transport el-
culations by changing the focus of the input mate the shape in three dimensions.
preparation from individual mesh cells to the This paper describes an interactive modeling
global geometry being modeled. Even the larg- utility called COGEDIF (for COmbinatorial
est DORT models (i.e. - l0 s mesh cells) are GEometry to finite DIFference mesh genera-
easily created and modified with current tech- tor')which was developed to automate the cre-

• nology, ation of 'FORTgeometrical inputs from solids
models described using the MORSE combina-

The decade of the '90's has brought new and torial geometry package.
_ more challenging transport problems to the re-

actor design community. The capabilities of
the ORNL-TORT tti. _e-dimensiona| transport Development Strategy
code and modern super-computers have made TORTwas initially developed by ORNL under
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the sponsorship of the Defense Nuclear Agen- The Problem
cy (DNA). One of the first intended uses of

The complexity of a typical design problem isthis code was the calculation of radiation trans-

port through rectangular concrete buildings, probably best understood by example. Consid-
er the calculation of a duct streaming problem.

The Cartesian geometry option in TORT made Almost every reactor shield designer has been
these geometries relatively easy to set up and faced with the need to predict the streaming of
solve, neutrons in the duct space around reactor ves-

In 1989, KAPL realized that additional code sel nozzles. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that this
development would be required to facilitate basic geometry is one of concentric cones and
the use of TORT in computational configura- cylinders which intersect on orthogonal axes.

tions that are not uniquely Cartesian or cylin- In this problem, the mesh must be fine enough
drical in nature, to describe the curvature of the vessel (in X-Y

A two-fold development approach was initiat- planes) and must also be sufficiently fine to de-
ed where ORNL was sponsored to implement scribe the nozzle cylinders (in the Y-Z planes).

a disjoint mesh feature in TORT (much like the This example helps to emphasize the useful-
discontinuous mesh feature in DORT). This hess of the disjoint mesh option because axial
feature would allow for a more efficient use of planes below the nozzle elevation do not re-
mesh by eliminating the nece_ity of defining quire ali of the mesh detail required to describe
mesh lines which span the entire geometrical the nozzle cylinders in the duct region. The
space, ability to define a different set of X-Y mesh

In parallel to the ORNL development, KAPL lines within adjacent axial bands provides a
commenced the task of automating the mesh- feature by which mesh detail can be used only
ing and material overlay definition of TORT where it is required by the problem descrip-
geometries, tion. Conservation of mesh is a key element in
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Figure 1. Elevation through Nozzle Centerline Figure 2. Plan through Nozzle Centerline
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the reduction of the overall problem size (and enough fro,n the cross section at the previous
thus cost) of the solution, plane to warrant redefinition.

COGEDIF steps through these meshing planes
The COGEDIF Approach and creates a fine mesh based on several de-

The MORSE combinatorial geometry (CG) in- fault meshing criterion which may be modified
put is used to describe the physical geometry by the user. The basic algorithm looks at the
being modeled. With this input the user com- intersection of the plane with each of the
hines solid primitives like spheres, cylinders, MORSE forcing bodies and is started by
and prisms (known as MORSE bodies) into bounding the intersection with mesh lines. The
material zones using embedment operators subtended area of the body is compared to the
which define the unions and intersections of area of the mesh cell bounding the body and if

the primitives. This is a powerful technique the areaexceeds the meshing criterion, the
which can be used to describe complex models mesh is subdivided. Subdivision of mesh cells
of almost any configuration, continue,,;based upon the subtended areacal-

culations until the mesh is fine enough to de-
The MORSE-CG input was selected for COG- scribe the intersection of the body on that
EDIF because it has been widely used in the
nuclear industry. Only minor modifications plane. After the mesh is created on each plane,it is refined to remove mesh that are redundant

have been made to implement the MORSE-CG (or too close together) based upon a minimum
: input in COGEDIF so existing MORSE mod-

els can easily be used. mesh spacing criterion.

The new input definition for COGEDIF con- Figure 3
sists of a set of meshing (or forcing) planes z. ro_e pt_k.t
which are orthogonal to the planes formed by l._ t.2 i.l i
the axes of the coordinate system. The inter-
sections of these orthogonal planes with the
MORSE bodies in the geometry which have
been declared as "forcing bodies" will be used
to define or force the mesh definition on these

planes.

In the most general case, COGEDIF will allow
the user to define a set of meshing planes in
any two of the three orthogonal coordinate di-
rections. These meshing planes correspond to
the TORT coarse mesh over which the prob- k
lem acceleration is calculated and they are k._
continuous throughout the geometry.

Consider the case where the user selects to de- k.3

fine forcing planes along only one of the coor-
dinate axes. The mesh that the program
constructs on the Ithmeshing plane is used in
the coordinate space between forcing plane I-1
and I. These planes are selected at intervals
along the coordinate axis where the user has k.4
determined that the geometry has changed



Once the mesh is created in the entire geomet- based upon the intersections with MORSE
rical space, the composition of each mesh cell bodies on that part of the plane, In this case,
is assigned by using the MORSE subroutine the nozzle cylinders are intersected and must
LOOKZ. This subroutine is called with the be meshed. The procedure starts by using the
Cartesian coordinates of the cell center and it set of Y mesh lines crea'ted in the meshing of
returns the composition number of the MOR- the kth plane and both Y and Z fine mesh are
SE material zone at that point. The mesh cell is added until the area meshing criterion have
assigned that material number which is ulti- been meet. Any new Y mesh lines that are add-
mately used to construct the description of the ed as a result of meshing the Y-Z space are
TORT material bodies in the TORT input, then added to the X-Y grid within the region

The automatic meshing procedure is somewhat being meshed. This Y-Z grid is then propagat-
more complicated when the user defines fore- ed through out the region at every X mesh co-
ing planes along two coordinate axes. The pro- ordinate created during the meshing of the kth
cess is basically the same except that the plane between the ith and i-1st forcing planes.
meshing is systematically done over the pieces The procedure is repeated systematically in ev-
of the geometry formed by the intersection of cry region of the geometry defined by the in-
the orthogonal meshing planes, tersections of orthogonal meshing planes.

Consider the vessel nozzle geometry in the vi- There is only one slight complication in the
cinity of the nozzle region shown in Figure 3. process. TORT requires that Z mesh lines be
In this case, if the nozzle is aligned parallel to continuous throughout the geometry. Conse-
the X coordinate axis, the logical choice for or- quently, the set of Z fine mesh linemesh lines
thogonal cutting planes are Z planes and X in the regions between meshing planes k and
planes. With these choices, the cylinders and k+l must include ali of the Z mesh coordinates
cones of the reactor vessel 'will have circular defined on each of the X cutting planes. Thus
intersections with the Z cut planes (in X-Y each time a new X cut plane is meshed, the tnt-
space) and the nozzle bodies will have circular tial set of Z mesh lines includes ali of the pre-
intersections with the X cut planes (in Y-Z viously defined Z mesh coordinates within the
space). The auto-meshing procedure in COGE- k and k+l axial band.

DIF considers each geometrical region formed In the three dimensional mesh created by this
by the intersections of orthogonal meshing process, adjacent regions within the k to k+ 1
planes as separate entities for the meshing pro- axial band will have a discontinuous set of X
cedure, and Y mesh but the Z mesh will be the same

Consider the region of the geometry bounded throughout the band.

in X by forcing plane i-1 and i and in Z by As before, once the mesh has been created, the
forcing planes k and k+l. COGEDIF first MORSE subroutine LOOIgZ is used to create

looks at the part of the kriaforcing plane the composition overlay ba_ed upon the com-
bounded by i-1 and i and creates a fine X-Y position in the MORSE solids model found at
mesh based upon the intersections with MOR- the center of each of the orthogonal mesh cells.
SE bodies in that region. In this instance, there

are no intersections so the grid will be con. Auto-Meshing
structed using the default minimum mesh
spacing. The previous discussion illustrated the global

approach to creating a three dimensional mesh
Next, the auto-mesher looks at the part of the to describe a MORSE solids model.
ith forcing plane bounded by axial planes k and
k+ 1. The fine grid in Y-Z space is created A fundamental element in this process is the
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Figure4 - InitialMeshBoundingof RCClntersec- Figure3 - Cell"a" Subdivision
tion withZ Plane

creation of a fine mesh on a given orthogonal Consider as an example a right circular cylin-
forcing plane which is sufficient to describe drical body with an arbitrary orientation in
the intersection of that plane and any of the space such that the intersection of an axial or Z
nine possible MORSE body types which might forcing plane has the shape of an ellipse as ii-
be intersected by that plane, lustrated in Figure 4. The meshing of this in-

To accomplish this task, it was necessary to de- tersection is initiated by calculating the
rive algorithms which perform the following extrema of the ellipse on the plane and by add-
functions: ing both X and Y mesh lines at these tangen-

ties. In the Figure, there are four X mesh lines
• Calculation of the global extrema of a and four Y mesh lines used to bound the inter-

body in Cartesian space (i.e. X-rain, section.
X-Max, Y-rain, Y-Max, Z-min, and
Z-Max). Thisinitial subdivision of the X-Y space has

created nine cells which overlap the intersec-
• Calculation of the intersection of planar tion and will be examined for the necessity of

and quadratic surfaces with orthogonal further subdivision. These decisions are made

planes, based upon two area criterion efull and t;empty
• Calculation of the extrema of these inter- which are compared to the area ratio of body to

sections on the orthogonal plane, cell (i.e. p = Abody / Ac.ell).Typical values of

• Determination of whether a point on the these criteria are _ruu= 0.98 and t_empty "-0.02.

orthogonal plane is interior to or exterior To compute the subtended area of the body

to the body being meshed, within the cell (Abody), the cell boundaries are

• Calculation of the area of an arbitrary checked for intersections with the body. The
list of intersection points is added to the list of

convex n-sided polygon on the orthogo- cell corners which are interior to the body and
nal cut plane, body comers that are interior to the mesh cell

The meshing is accomplished one body at a (for the parallelepipeds and arbitrary polyhe-
time based upon the user definition of"forcing dra). This set of points is checked to eliminate
bodies" and the determination that a given redundant points, ordered (in clockwise order)
forcing plane will intersect a given body. This and used to define a polygon which approxi-
is accomplished by comparing the global ex- mates the subtended area of the body. This
trema of each forcing body to the coordinate of simplified area calculation is a method of suffi-
the forcing plane being considered, cient crudeness given that we are attempting to
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represent curved surfaces with discrete steps, lution and avoid mesh lines in those areas of

If p > I_full or if p < eempty for a given cell, no less importance. COGEDIF employs several
further subdivision will occur. If eempty :_ p s techniques to reduce the mesh required to

model a problem and still insure that mesh is
tfuil, then the cell is subdivided, fine enough to give a good solution to the
For example, the cell labeled "b" in Figure 4 transport equation. The actual mesh saving
would not even be considered for subdivision that may be achieved is highly problem depen-
since the mesh cell is completely exterior to dent; the material distribution, the meshing pa-
the body (i.e. Aboay= 0.0). rameters, even the order of MORSE body
The cell labeled "a" in Figure 4 would be se- specification, ali can affect the number of mesh
letted for subdivision based upon the area cri- cells COGEDIF generates. The nozzle model
teflon (note that the shaded area in mesh cell is taken here as an example of where mesh

"a" is used to approximate Abody in the calcu- savings are achieved in a practical problem,
lation of p). but it does not represent "typical" savings that

will always be achieved.Mesh cell subdivision is accomplished by add-
ing a mesh line which divides the shortest cell COGEDIF uses three methods of reducing the
side in half. Mesh are added to the orthogonal mesh required for a problem:

cell sides such that the mesh cells have an as- • Alternative mesh line selection during
pect ratio of approximately unity. Figure 5 ii- auto-meshing
lustrates the results of subdividing cell "a" by
the addition of one new Y mesh line and three ° Redundant mesh line removal

new X mesh lines. ° Disjoint mesh

Each new mesh cell created by the subdivision Following COGEDIF as it meshes the nozzle
process is added to the stack of cells to consid- problem shows where these methods are em-
er for subdivision and the meshing process ployed and gives some idea of what amount of
continues until the stack is exhausted and ali mesh savings can be achieved. Refer to Figure
cells pass the area criterion. 6 which shows three orthogonal cut planes

An alternative end to subdivision is also pro- through the nozzle geometry, each of which
vided in the form of a minimum mesh spacing have been independently meshed.
criterion. If the further subdivision of a cell The first level of mesh economy occurs during
would result in mesh lines closer than a mini- the basic auto-meshing step on each plane. As
mum distance, then the cell subdivision stops, plane-body intersections are meshed, each cell
lt usually turns out that this is the actual stop- is subdivided based on the criteria described in
ping criterion since it is easy to see that no the previous section. After the mesh lines for
matter how finely a non-orthogonal arc is di- subdivision are generated, the list of existing
vided, there will always be segments that are mesh lines is searched for mesh lines which
not accurately represented using the area ratio are "close" enough to a subdividing mesh line
criterion, that it may substitute for the subdividing line.

This has the greatest effect in regions of con-
Mesh Economy centric bodies. Consider the top plane in Fig-

Since a moderately large TORT problem could ure 6. There are three concentric cylinders, ali
have as many as two million mesh cells, it is of which occupy essentially the same space.
important to concentrate the mesh lines in Many of the mesh lines which describe an out-
those areas which are most important to the so- er surface can also be used to describe an inner
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surface. Indeed, if the outermost cylinder is plane, Y mesh lines extend ali the way through
meshed first, the o.nly additional required mesh the problem; on any Y mesh row, X mesh lines
for the inner cylinders would be those mesh need not extend past the Y boundaries of the
lines which describe the tangencies of the in- mesh row. In practice, such complete disconti-
ner cylinders. In Figure 6, the criterion for nuity is not exploited. In COGEDIF, the forc-
closeness has been set to a small value so it is ing planes are taken to be continuous
clear that there is substantially more mesh throughout the model. This provides a some-
present than is necessary to represent the con- what simpler approach to the generation of
centric cylinders, mesh line sets and gives a global, coarse mesh

I The second level of mesh economy occurs af- over which the acceleration algorithm can beter a plane has been completely meshed. Since applied.
, the auto-meshing procedure is based on body Consider Figure 6 again. On the le,_-front
d intersections and not combinatorial geometry (XZ) plane, the only material differences occur

regions, a method of "back-thinning" is re- in the vicinity of the nozzle. With a completely
quired to remove unnecessary mesh. For in- continuous mesh, the mesh lines on the top
stance, the bottom of the vessel is formed by (XY') plane which define the concentric cyiin-
concentric spheres which form circles when ders of the vessel would have to be propagated
cut by the right-front plane. The auto-meshing down the left-front plane. For space to the left
algorithm generates sufficient mesh to describe of the nozzle, these mesh lines would be un-
the boundaries of each of these circles in their necessary. If we take the intersection of the top
entirety. After the mesh on that plane is "col- and left-front planes to be the X axis, then the
ored" with the material overlay, it becomes X mesh lines which define the vessel need not
clear that many mesh lines do not contribute to extend beyond the last mesh line which forms
the separation of materials; that is, the material the Y boundary of the vessel-shield gap.

overlay in the cells on either side of a mesh COGEDIF could generate a separate set of X
line is the same over its entire length. Such a mesh lines for each Y mesh row on the top
mesh line is ten'ned "Redundant" and removed plane, but it is actually limited to separate X
from the set of mesh lines for thatplane. The mesh line sets between user forcing planes. In
planes shown in Figure 6 have had ali such Re- this case, one might choose Y forcing planes
dundant mesh lines removed. Thus, after initial that are tangent to the outer surface of the ves-
meshing, the mesh line density at the bottom sel-shield gap and at the beginning and end of
of the vessel on the right-front (YZ) plane was the nozzle outer wall transitions. This would

approximately the same as the top plane, but yield three sets of X mesh lines for this plane.
back-thinning has removed ali those mesh COGEDIF operates by meshing the plane in
lines which defined boundaries of MORSE the usual manner and then performing an addi-
bodies that were actually continuous materials tional back-thinning operation that removes X
and thus substantially reduced the number of mesh lines from Y forcing plane regions that
required mesh lines, do not separate different materials.

The final level of mesh economy is to exploit Once the minimum descriptive mesh has been
the disjoint mesh feature of TORT. This fea- defined, COGEDIF makes one final pass
ture allows the user to define a different Y though ali the defined mesh line sets and adds
mesh on each Z plane and a different X mesh sufficient mesh lines to insure that the calculat-

on each Y mesh row. To invert this description: ed fluxes are sufficiently accurate. This final
the XY planes defined by Z mesh lines extend set of mesh lines is called the "calculation

= ali the way through the problem; on any XY mesh". Typically it is on the order of a mean
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free path. ties description of volumes that do not map
well onto Cartesian space. The code also in-For the nozzle model defined in this paper, a

continuous mesh description would require corporates several mesh reduction schemes in
order to produce the most compact mesh. Theabout 646485 mesh cells. With the mesh econ-

omy procedures outlined above in piace, the disjoint mesh capability of TORT is exploited
calculation mesh required only 226666 mesh to reduce the cost of transport calculations as
cells, a reduction of about 65%. Most of this much as possible.
saving arises from the large regions of uniform
material, in the shield and internal to the vessel
itself. Again, the amount of mesh savings will
be highly problem dependent.

DORT Applications
Thus far, the discussion has focused on the use
of COGEDIF for the generation of three-di-
mensional TORT input. The COGEDIF proce-
dure is easily degenerated to create two-
dimensional mesh for input to DORT.

The value in this approach of creating two-di-
mensional DORT input from MORSE combi-
natorial geometries is that the same three-
dimensional MORSE model may be used to
create numerous XZ or RZ DORT geometries.

= Only a single forcing plane is required to select
a portion of the model to describe in two di-
mensions. Note, too, thatwhile the program
currently restricts forcing planes to be orthogo-
nal to the coordinate axes, this restriction
could easily be removed to allow even greater
versatility in the generation of two-dimension-
al DORT models.

Conclusions

This paper has discussed a utility program
which was designed to generate TORT and
DORT input decks from MORSE combinatori-
al geometry descriptions. This gives thedis-
crete ordinates user several distinct advantages

over generating these models by hand. It al-
= lows the user to specify the model using real

solid shapes without regard to the calculation
mesh and geometry used by the transport code.
This allows very complicated models to be de-
veloped that are spatially accurate and simpli-
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